Colorado Cab Card

**Description 1:** Colorado’s Cab Cards are printed on 8 1/2" by 11" plain white paper stock without the State of Colorado Department of Revenue seal.

The Cab cards are printed on (2) computer systems:

1) "CVEC" Commercial Vehicle Electronic Credentialing Program. This cab card will have in the upper left hand corner "CVEC IRP Cab card" and in the upper right hand corner "Page _ of _". On the bottom left hand side of the cab card it will show the Web site that the cab card was printed from and in the lower right hand corner a date of when the cab-card was printed.

2) “In House” program of Motor Carrier Services, Service Section. This cab card has copy of (2) Cab cards, one upright and the other upside down, that has a perforation that can be torn off.

**Description 2:** Cab cards now also include the carrier responsible for the safety of the vehicle. For light trucks (under 16,000 lbs), Colorado previously indicated "unldn" on the cab card, now it will have the GVW for these trucks, just like trucks over 16,000 lbs.

Sample cab card and CVEC cab card on the following pages.